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Good to know

933

Surprises with its extravagant
character with a distinct note of
seductive lavender.

974

Uncompromising, its raw character
boosts confidence.

934

Although very delicate, draws you in
and seduces with appetising notes of
sweet caramel, honey and fruit.

975

Juggles floral and fruity chords, dusted
with delicious sweetness.

970

As enveloping as a silk scarf – perfect
for those who appreciate classic
chypre fragrances.

976

Very expressive, yet fresh due to light
citrus notes.

971

A floral composition punctuated by
sophisticated, seductive chords of
coriander, ambergris and leather.

977

An aromatic shot of positive energy for
bold, confident women and men.

972

Invites you on an unforgettable
journey to the farthest corners of the
world with the scent of exotic fruits.

979

For confident people who like bold,
sensual fragrances that are impossible
to ignore.

973

A very specific composition inspired by
natural, herbal chords.
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What are the NEW UNISEX
fragrances like?

841

Like a bouquet of romantic roses; with
its steady composition it is perfect for
well-balanced women.

842

A floral-fruity cocktail, with appetising
notes which will warm up even the
coldest day.

843

An elegant, woody fragrance bursting
with bright notes of freshly picked
mandarin and lemon.

844

Like a cruise along the Sicilian
coastline; fresh with marine notes
and serene with tropical fruit.

845

Although particularly rich, it dazzles
with an incredible lightness that subtly
accentuates feminine delicacy.

846

An equivocal composition – charming
thanks to caramel and milky notes, but
not without bite.

847

A perfume with an unusually cheerful
character; its friendly chords will put
you in a good mood.

848

Perfect for stylish ladies who are
always on top of the latest trends.

What is our
NEW HOMME
fragrance like?
849

3

Will satisfy every demanding
gentleman who appreciates classic
fragrances with fresh accents.
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What are our NEW FEMME
fragrances like?

PURE PERFUME

What are our NEW FEMME
fragrances like?
491

Evokes carefree holiday moments
on the shore of a warm sea with
a refreshing breeze and fresh lemon.

492

A perfume with light overtones,
revealing a heart of almond and milk,
giving it a powdery character.

493

Like a love potion of beautiful flowers
and sweet fruits – no one can resist it.
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494

A vibrant fragrance for open and
cheerful men who love to dazzle in
social settings.

495

Proves that less is more – just three
fragrance notes correlated just right to
delight and intrigue.

496

A composition with a dual character
– strong, spicy chords intertwine with
juicy apple and bergamot.

497

A perfume for very elegant and
personable men; a pinch of chili for
spiciness.

498

Its open character boosts confidence,
full of fruity notes, inviting and radiant.

PURE PERFUME

What are the
NEW HOMME
fragrances like?

PERFUMED COSMETICS

Perfumed
SOAP BAR
HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHAT DOES IT
SMELL LIKE?
Its gorgeous fragrance comes from
the PURE ROYAL 900 perfume
compositions.
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PERFUMED COSMETICS

Perfectly cleanses the skin and
due to a formula rich in glycerine,
argan, and avocado oils as well as
mango butter and shea butter, it
moisturises, lubricates, and refreshes
it too. It contains charcoal which has
antibacterial and anti-inflammatory
properties. It softens hard skin, leaving
behind a gentle protective coat.

ALOE VERA

Multifunctional GEL
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Contains 99% of its moisturising and nourishing aloe vera
from organic plantations in Mexico, as well as soothing
allantoin and panthenol. It is easily absorbed and does
not leave a greasy film. It has a pleasant, fresh fragrance.
Suitable for vegans.

WHAT FUNCTIONS DOES IT HAVE?
It is intended for face, body, and hair care. It can be used
in many ways, as shown in the following infographic.

BODY LOTION
nourishes and firms

FOOT AND HAND EMULSION
reduces dryness and protects

AFTER SUN
soothes and regenerates

FACE SERUM
smooths and brightens
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AFTER-SHAVE CREAM
soothes irritation and redness

HAIR MASK
intensively moisturises

ALOE VERA

O N E P R O D U C T,
M U LT I P L E F U N C T I O N S

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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Thanks to the rich, dense formula it expertly cares for
your hands. It contains aloe vera juice, shea butter, olive
oil, glyceride and allantoin which perfectly moisturise and
nourish the skin, visibly improving its condition. Thanks to
its light consistency, it is quickly absorbed and leaves no
oily residue. It is especially recommended for damaged and
dry skin and also after using hand disinfectants containing
alcohol. Dermatologically tested.
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COMPLETE CARE

Regenerating
HAND SERUM

Exfoliating FOOT PEEL
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Effectively removes hard skin. Due to AHA/BHA acids, it
perfectly regenerates the skin while its rich content of natural
extracts, urea and allantoin additionally moisturizes and
rebuilds it.

Thanks to the special formula, it adjusts the intensity of
procedure to individual skin needs, leaving it perfectly
smooth.

ARE THE EFFECTS IMMEDIATE AND
LONG-LASTING?
The process of exfoliation begins about 4-7 days after
treatment and lasts for the next 3-5 days after that. To
achieve the best results, repeat the procedure monthly.
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COMPLETE CARE

WHAT MAKES IT STAND OUT?
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